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When I was younger I stumbled upon a YouTube channel known as “Domics”. At

the time when I found it I was truly impressed by the gags, lessons and artwork that he

presented within his videos. But what peaked my interest the most was the fluidity and

style in which his animation came to life. It was truly beautiful and mesmerizing to my

young eyes and is still impressive to me to this day. He and a few other artists like him

inspired me to pursue the career I aim to succeed in today, animation. So, to bring about

the origins of the person who provided me with the incentive to keep pushing forward in

my ambitions, here is his story.

“Domics” otherwise known as Dominic Panbanigan was born in the Manila

Philippines. In the beginning of his youth his father didn’t have much time to spend with

little Dominic dude to his job overseas as an accountant. Eventually, with time, Dominic

and his mother were able to join his father where he was located, Saudia Arabia, closing

the distance between them.

As a child, Dominic never truly grasped the idea of different countries nor

cultures. From his perspective Suadia Arabia was another part of the Philippines, simply

a different part. At the time there was a large and bustling philipino community and
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schools to further this belief he had as a child. The school he attended was dubbed the

"International Philippine School In Al Khobar".

After graduating he moved to Canada in 1997, in Hamilton Ontario where he and

his family stayed until around 1998. During that timespan, he made two truly good

friends, best friends even, who shared both his interests and coincidentally the same

birthday. Their names were Paul and Anthony. Unfortunately, the Panbanigan Folk later

moved once again to a few cities to Mississauga. In this location they settled down for

around close to a decade, 7 years to be exact. Within these 7 years Domics developed his

truly awe-inspiring artistic skill. He started out watching japanese animation and would

mimic and try to recreate the styles he saw in their media. It was by watching constantly

and learning their stories he never lost interest and it slowly cultivated the talent he has

today.
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The new school in this area he attended was called "St.

Barbara". In addition, he also was enrolled into an

extracurricular program called "Kumon" at his parents'

wishes. Unfortunately once again, he then had to move

again.

He moved to the state of Virginia, but found that he was

not fond of it. However, he wanted to start over. Some

changes and alterations also came with his move. Things

were different in his new location. He had to get
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accustomed to requiring over 70% to pass his class rather than the usual of 50% he was

exposed to previously. He didn't know what so-called SATs were, and he when enrolling

in U.S. History, “which he said was a "very wise" choice for a Canadian (sarcastically).

He was also a loner when he lived in the U.S., and didn't "fit in", which is why he started

break dancing and taekwondo.” (Norton 2).

Thereafter came his University. It is stated that, “He wanted art to be his career, but his

parents were worried about it, as they believe that "All artists are broke", so he went into

architecture. Sometime during his last year of high school, his dad said they were
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moving. They had the choice of moving to Italy, but they moved back to Toronto,

Canada. Dom was admitted to the "Department of Architectural Science at Ryerson

University in Toronto Canada". There, he endured 4 gruesome years, since the workload

was ridiculous and subjective, and he wanted to drop out after one semester.” (Norton 3).

Eventually he found his true passion with the animation channel he has now.

Dominic found that making videos on YouTube about his interests, fears, pet peeves and

other things spoke to him more. Soon he would accumulate millions upon millions of

subscribers and followers of his videos alone and realized he could make a living off of

this lifestyle. He animated more and more until he gained enough experience and

recognition to formulate a team to help him release his stories  in a more timely manner

and more frequently. He still posts to this day and his channel as well as his recognition is

only steadily growing. And with his found “clout” and cash flow that he earned rightfully

from his career he volunteers and uses it to help others to the best of his ability and send

out the best of messages to the public and his supporting fans.
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